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Control Corrective Skincare
Systems Lactic-C Firming Cream
Developed for aging skin, this
surface-plumping cream works to
reverse sun damage. 800.558.5571,
universalcompanies.com
Éminence Bamboo Firming Fluid
An age-corrective gel enhanced with
strengthening bamboo and green apple
stem cell technology. 888.747.6342,
eminenceorganics.com
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Youngblood Mineral Cosmetics Eye
Impact Quick Recovery Cream Ash
bark, vitamin B3 and caffeine help reduce
signs of under-eye fatigue by strengthening
skin tissue. 800.216.6133, ybskin.com
Phytocéane AquaSaphir Perfecting
Youth Serum Derived from blue
micro-algae, this silky liquid tightens pores
and leaves a velvety ﬁnish. 800.227.8051,
phytomerusa.com

Pure Fiji Firming Day Crème
A sweet-smelling blend of peptides,
beach almond and totodro hydrosols helps
decrease wrinkle volume. 800.477.4283,
pureﬁji.com

DermaQuest HydraFirm Serum
Botanical stem cells work alongside
gardenia, apple, echinacea and lilac to
recover skin tone and restore elasticity.
800.213.8100, dermaquestinc.com
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WIN IT!

For a chance to score the products
here, visit dayspamagazine.com
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Doctor D. Schwab Ginkgo Lift Using
targeted delivery from the brand’s
Alphasomes technology, this ﬁneline reducer doubles as a moisturizer.
800.872.2332, ca-botana.com
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M’lis FIRM Facial Gel The antibacterial
and anti-inﬂammatory properties of
aloe vera soothe as marine-soluble
collagen tones. 800.548.0569,
mliscompany.com
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Somme Institute Serum In this
gel, highly concentrated vitamin C
combines with the brand’s patented
MDT5 technology to build collagen
and reduce redness. 866.66.SOMME,
sommeinstitute.com
Sanítas PeptiDerm Anti-aging
Serum A cocktail of peptides helps
skin formulate ﬁrming ﬁbers like
elastin and collagen. 888.855.8425,
sanitas-skincare.com
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G.M. Collin 3D Visible Lifting
Serum Formulated to reduce the
appearance of sagging skin, this antiaging concoction can be used day or
night on any skin type. 800.341.1531,
gmcollin.com

Pevonia Lumaﬁrm Repair Cream
Kombucha repairs while extracts from
Chilean boldo tree bark brighten,
smooth and tighten. 800.PEVONIA,
pevoniapro.com
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